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Let H(n, p) denote the size of the largest induced cycle in a random graph C(n, p). It is shown that if 
the expected average degree of G(n, p) is a constant larger than 1, then H(n, p) is of the order n with 
probability 1 -o(l). Moreover, for C(n, p) with large average degree, H(n, p) is determined up to 
a factor of 2. 
1. Introduction 
Let G(n, p) be a random graph with the set of vertices [n] = { 1,2, . . . , n> in which 
each edge is present independently with probability p. Typically, in the theory of 
random graphs, we consider properties of G(n, p) for n+oo, when p varies as a function 
of n. We say that G(n, p) has a property d almost surely (as.) if the probability that 
G(n, p) has d tends to 1 as n+co. In this paper we study the size H(n, p) of the largest 
hole (i.e. induced cycle) contained in G(n, p). Besides p=p(n), we shall also use the 
expected average degree c = c(n) =(n - l)p(n) as another parameter characterizing the 
density of G(n, p). 
Erdiis and R6nyi [3] (see also Bollobis’ monograph [I]) showed that if c(n)+0 then 
a.s. G(n, p) contains no cycles. Furthermore they proved that for c(n)+&< 1 we have 
lim Prob { G(n, p) contains no cycles} = J1-dedi2 +d214 
n-30 
and for every k B 3 
lim Prob{H(n, p)<k}=exp 
n-m 
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The case c(n) = 1 was considered by tuczak and Wierman [lo] who showed that for 
every function o(n)-+cc a.s. 
rY3/w(n) < H(n, l/(n - 1)) < o(n)PP. 
When c(n)ad > 1 but c(n)=o(n) then using the first moment method one can easily 
check that with probability 1 -o(l) 
H(n, p)<F (logc+2) (*) 
(Here and below o(1) denotes a quantity which tends to 0 as n+co). On the other hand, 
for dense random graphs, i.e. when p(n)-+pO for some constant pO, 0 cpO < 1, using the 
second moment method one can check (see Rucinski [ll]) that as. 
H(n, P)=-(1+0(l)) 
21og n 
lW(l -Po) 
Thus, we shall consider here only random graphs such that c(n) = (n - l)p(n) = o(n) but 
c(n) is bounded below by a constant greater than 1. 
The only result concerning this case was given by Frieze and Jackson. 
Theorem 1 [S]. If c=(n- l)p(n) is a constant large enough, then U.S. 
H(n, p) 3 i%$n, 
where c?(c)>0 is a constant depending only on c. 
One weakness of this result is that it is valid only for large c. Furthermore, the 
explicit formula for LX(C) from [S] gives C?(C) < 1/4c. Hence there is a large gap between 
the lower bound for H(n, p) given by Theorem 1 and the upper one mentioned above, 
especially when c is large. 
Thus, two basic questions arise: 
(1) Does Theorem 1 remain valid for every c > 1 ? 
(2) Is it true that H(n, p) is a.s. of the order (n/c) loge for large c? 
The solution of these problems are given in the following two theorems. 
Theorem 2. Zf(n- l)p(n) =c, and c is a constant greater than 1, then U.S. 
Hb, p)3*(c)n 
for some positive constant a(c), 
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Theorem 3. For every positive constant E there is a constant d(E) such that for every 
function c(n) = (n - l)p(n), with d(E) < c(n) = o(n), a.s. 
Let us mention one consequence of these results. In 1985, Erdiis and Palka 
[2] asked whether a.s. a random graph with constant average degree contains 
an induced tree of the order n. This question was answered in the affirmative 
independently by Fernandez de la Vega [4], Frieze and Jackson [6], KuCera 
and Rod1 [S] and tuczak and Palka [9]. Since the existence of a hole of size h 
implies that there is an induced path of length h - 1, from Theorem 2 it follows 
immediately that the conjecture of Erdiis and Palka holds not only for induced trees, 
but even for induced paths. 
2. Basic idea 
The proofs of both Theorems 2 and 3 are algorithmic in character. We describe 
a simple procedure which, for a given hole in a graph, finds another hole with length 
larger than the previous one. Then we show that a.s. this algorithm extends each hole 
in G(n, p) which is not large enough. 
Let us introduce some notation. Let u, w be vertices of a graph G, and S be a subset 
of G (here and below we use the same notation for both graph and its set of vertices). 
An S-path between v and w is a path between these vertices in the subgraph of 
G induced by Su{v, w}. The S-distance between v and w, denoted by ds(v, w) is the 
length of the shortest S-path between them. When no such paths exist we set 
ds(v, w)=m. 
For a subset S, let N(S) be the neighbourhood of S. A vertex adjacent to exactly one 
vertex of S we shall call a good neighbour of S. The set of all good neighbours of S we 
denote by N,(S) and set Nb(S)=N(S)\NB(S). 
The idea of the algorithm we shall use goes as follows. Let H= hI h2 ... hkh, 
be a hole in G and set W= G\(HuN(H)). Furthermore, let v, w be good neigh- 
bours of H which belong to the same component of the subgraph induced by W 
and P be a shortest (and thus induced) W-path between them. Path P is H-extending if 
(i) d&u, w)3&(v, w)-3, 
(ii) dH(v, w) > 3. 
Now, provided path P = y. ... y, is H-extending, replace H by the larger of the cycles 
hiYoYr ... Yihjhj+ 1 .*. hkh, ... hi and hiyoy, ... y~hjhj_ 1 ... hi, where hi, hj are vertices 
adjacent to yO, y,, respectively. Note that (i) implies that such a cycle is larger than 
Hand, due to (ii) and the fact that H is a hole, this cycle is induced. We shall call it the 
P-extension of H. 
Formally, we can describe the above procedure as follows. 
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Algorithm. 
input hole He; 
H := HO; 
A: W:= G\(HuN(H)); 
S := N,(H); 
9 := {P: P is a shortest W-path between o, w ES}; 
9” := { PE 9’: P is H-extending}; 
if 9’28 then do 
begin 
P := the lexicographically first path from 8’; 
H := P-extension of H; 
go to A 
end 
output H; 
end 
Now let us assume that the Algorithm starts with a hole HO of length at least w(n), 
w(n)+co, in the case of a random graph with constant expected average degree, and 
with a hole on at least four vertices when c(n)=(n- l)p(n)+oo. We shall show that 
with probability tending to 1 as n-co the hole found by the Algorithm is of the size 
given in Theorems 2 and 3. 
3. The structure of G(n,p) 
In this part of the paper we shall show a number of facts about the structure of 
G(n, p), which will be useful later in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. 
Let us start with a simple result about short cycles in G(n, p). 
Fact 1. Let c = c(n) =(n - l)p(n). 
(i) Let o(~)+cc but o(n)<loglog n and 1 <d,<cdw(n). Then as. G(n, p) contains 
a cycle of length To(n Moreover, as. no two short cycles of length smaller than 
w(n) share a vertex. 
(ii) Zf c(n)+a then U.S. G(n, p) contains a cycle of length 4. 
Proof. Let X be the number of cycles of length k=ro(n)l <log log n. Then 
EX= n (k-l)! 0 Ck k 2 pk=(l +0(1)) z-)Go 
and VarX = (1 + o( 1)) E X so from Chebyshev’s inequality as. X > 0. 
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Furthermore, the probability that two cycles shorter than o(n) share a vertex is less 
than 
zw-1 
w 
2 log log n 
It 2(9p”+l<c: c 
k=4 
k 
ck2@=0(1). 
n 
k=4 
The second part of Fact 1 is well known (e.g., see Bollobas [l] Theorem IV.1). 0 
Note that Fact 1 implies that one may find a hole which will be used as an input 
of the Algorithm in polynomial time. Indeed, for 1 <d < c(n) < log log n, we can find 
a cycle of length log log n in G(n, p) deleting all cycles of smaller lengths, whereas when 
c(n)-+cO G(n, p) a.s. contains a cycle of length 4 which obviously can be found in at 
most O(n4) steps. 
Our next results concern the size of the neighbourhood N(S) of a subset S of G(n, p). 
We shall be especially interested in neighbours of dense subsets S, i.e. subsets which 
induce connected subgraphs with at least as many edges as vertices. 
Fact 2. Zfc=(n- l)p(n) is a constant greater than 1 then for every ~1~ >O there exists 
/II(c, a,)>0 such that a.s. G(n, p) contains no subgraphs H with less than PI n vertices 
and more than (1 + c( 1 ) I H I edges. In particular, if CI~ < 1 then a.s. for every dense subset 
S such that ISl<$j31(c,q)n we have INb(S)I<~lISI. 
Proof. Let X(k, 1) count subgraphs H of size k in G(n, p) which have more than k+ 1 
edges, where lace, k. If k + 1 is smaller than the expected number of edges in H, say 
k<n/2c, then for the expectation of X(k, I) we have 
Choose pl in such a way that e2+a1c”“1p~’ < 1. Then obviously 
Bin : 
1 ; EX(k, I)=o(l). 
k=4 /=ra,kl 
The second part of the assertion follows immediately. 0 
Fact 3. Let c=(n- l)p(n) be a constant greater than 1 and co(n)+oa Then a.s.for every 
dense subset S of G(n,p) we have IN(S)I<o(n)ISI and, when ISl>w(n), we have 
IN(S)I<8c21SI. 
Proof. Since the number of connected graphs with k vertices k edges is bounded above 
by Akk-0.5, where A is some absolute constant (see, for example, [l, Corollary V. 19]), 
so the probability that a given subset of G(n, p) with k vertices is dense is less than 
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kk-0.5pk. Thus, the expected number of dense subsets S of G(n, p) with more than 
8c2 1 S 1 neighbours is less than 
o’lg-’ (:),,r $Y, (‘i) 
(sP)‘<o.ly-‘(cc)’ 5 (‘f”) 
S=0 I=Ws 
0.125ncc2 
e2 ' 
<15 
= 0 8 
+O. 
S=W 
Similarly, the expected number of dense subsets S for which 1 N(S)/ > o(n) IS I can be 
bounded above by 
Fact 4. Let c=(n- l)p(n) be a constant greater than 1 and o(n)+oo. Then there are 
positive constants c(~(c), jj2(c) such that a.s. each dense subset S of G(n, p) such that 
o(n) < IS I < p2 n contains at least m2 IS I vertices adjacent to some good neighbours. 
Proof. Let Y(k, I, m) be the number of dense subsets S of size k in G(n, p) such that the 
set L of all vertices of S which have good neighbours has 1 elements and ) Nb(S) I = m. 
Choose one good neighbour for each v EL and call the set formed in this way L’. Note 
that vertices from S\L have no neighbours outside Nb(S). Thus the expectation of 
Y(k, 1, m) can be bounded above by 
~A(ec)k(eckl~‘)f(eckm~‘)“exp(-c(l-kn~1-mn~’)(k-1-m)) 
<A [ece -c(l -kn-') (e 
1+2CCkm-l)mk-'(e1+Cck~-l)'k~1]k~ 
Since ece -‘< 1 for all c> 1, we may choose /I’ sufficiently small such that 
ecePcC1-p’)< 1. Moreover 
l+?cc cd 
lim e ( 1 =l a-0 a 
so there exists CC’ >O such that 
ece-c(l-P" 
e1+2c c a' ( 1 CI’ <l. 
Set /32=$min{P’,P1( c, a’)}, where fll (c, c(‘) fulfills the assertion of Fact 2, and choose 
(x2 ~0 in such a way that 
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Now one check easily 
/3zn azk a’k 
,I_ ,zo m;. EW 1, m)=o(l) 
which completes the proof of Fact 4. 0 
Let us note the following consequence of Facts 224. 
Fact 5. Let c=(n- I)p(n) be a constant greater than 1 and o(n)+oo. Then there are 
positive constants Nj(c), p3( c such that U.S. each dense subset S of G(n, p) for which ) 
w(n) < (SI < PJn contains a subset S’ with at least a3 ISI elements such that each vertex v’ 
jkom S’ has a neighbour in the same component of a subgruph induced in G(n, p) by [n] \ S. 
Proof. Let Q, p2 be constants for which the assertion of Fact 4 holds, 
p3=o.01c12~2c-~ and S be a subset of G(n, p) such that o(n) < ISI <p3n. Denote by 
W(S) a subgraph induced in G(n, p) by [n]\S. A component C of W(S) is proper if 
CnN(S) # 8. We split all proper components of W(S) into two classes calling a proper 
component C small if 1 Cl <0.3B2n and large otherwise. 
Note that the number of vertices which belong to small proper components is not 
too large, i.e. if by 9 we denote the family of all small proper components of W(S) 
then 
& lCId0.3ILn. 
Indeed, otherwise for some subfamily 9” of Y we have 
0.3b2nd 1 IC)60.6fi2n. 
CGY’ 
Hence, for the set S=SulJ,,,, C, 
0.3P2n6($(<0.7f12n, 
and, due to Fact 4, 
IN(S^)120.3a,j2n. 
However, from Fact 3, 
which, since p3 = 0.01a2p3c-2, leads to a contradiction. 
Thus, IWL, C I d p2 n, and, due to Fact 4, at least tz2 ISI vertices of this set have 
neighbours in large proper components, Since there are at most S/p2 such components 
in W(S), the assertion follows. q 
The next result, rather technical, says that most vertices of a dense subset have few 
neighbours. 
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Fact 6. Let c=(n- l)p(n) be a constant greater than 1 and co(n)+co. Then, for every 
constant cx,>O, there is a natural number m=m(c, c(~) such that a.s. for every dense 
subset S of G(n, p) larger than w(n) the number ofneighbours of S which are adjacent to 
vertices of S with more than m neighbours in N(S) is smaller than cc41SI. 
Proof. Choose a dense subset S on k vertices, a subset L disjoint with S such that 
1 L I= 1 > cz4 I S I and a subset S’ of S, I S’I = s, such that each vertex from S’ is adjacent to 
at least m vertices of L. Since 
as. all subgraphs of G(n, p) with less than i vertices have at most 4c’i edges and we 
may assume that s d 4c2 l/(m - 4c2), or, provided m is large enough, s d 5c2 l/m. Thus, 
since every vertex from L has a neighbour in S’, the expected number of triples 
(S, L, S’) in G(n, p) is bounded above by 
Since lim m_m(am)“” = 1 for any positive constant a, we may choose m large enough 
such that the expression in brackets is smaller than, say, 3. Thus the above sum tends 
toOasn+co. 0 
Fact 7. Let c(n) = (n - l)p(n) and w(n)+co. Then, for every positive constant E, there is 
a constant d(e) such that for c(n)>d(E), c(n)=o(n), a.s. G(n, p) has the following 
properties: 
(i) for every dense subset S with o(n) -C I SI (0.01 nc-I, we have 
(ii) $fSl<(l-E)(n/c)logc, then IN(S)~<n-nc0~95”-‘<n-ISI-nc0~9”-’; 
(iii) there is an edge between any two subsets of G(n, p) larger than nc”.5Em1; 
(iv) for every dense subset S with w(n) < I SI ~0.01 nc- ‘, at least 0.9 I SI vertices of 
S have at least 0.1~ good neighbours each; 
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(v) for every cycle H= hI . ..hkhl with 0.01 nc-‘<kk(l-s)(n/c)logc, at least 
0.009 nc-’ from vertices hI, . . . , ho.ol n,-~ have at least co,98 good neighbours each. 
Moreover, ifc(n)+co then the assumption ISI >o(n) in items (i) and (iv) can be omitted. 
Proof. For a given subset S, the numbers of neighbours of S is binomially distributed 
with parameters p’, n’, where 
and n’=n-(St. Thus, when (S1GO.01 nc-‘, we have 0.99pIS(<p’<l.Olp(S( 
and 0.99n < n’ < n (here and throughout the proof all inequalities are claimed to 
be valid only for c large enough). Moreover, for a random variable which has 
binomial distribution with parameters m, p, for every E, 0 <E < 1, we have (e.g., see 
Hoeffding [7]) 
Prob(X>(l +s)mp)<exp 
Prob(X<(l -e)mp)<exp 
(* *) 
Hence the probability that the number of neighbours of a given subset S is either 
smaller than 0.51 S( or larger than 2cl SI is less than 2 exp( -0.05cISI). Thus, the 
probability that G(n, p) contains a dense subset ) S), k0 d ISI dO.Olnc- ‘, with this 
property is less than 
and tends to 0 when either c or k0 tends to infinity. 
On the other hand, when IS) 6 (1-s) (n/c) log c, the number of vertices which are not 
neighbours of S is binomially distributed with expectation 
(1-p)lSI(n-(S()20.5c”-1n. 
Thus, probability that S has less than c”,95E-1 n nonneighbours is, from (* *), smaller 
than exp( - c”.95’- ’ n). Hence, probability that this holds for some subset S, where 
I S I d so = (1 - E) (n/c) log c, is less than 
n U) S exp(-c0.95"-1n)< s<so z. (Fexp (-co’9~-1n)J-+0. 
To see (iii) just note that the expected number of pairs of disjoint subsets S’, S” of 
G(n, p), such that IS’J =/S”I =nc”.58-1, and there are no edges between S’ and S”, is, for 
c large enough, less than 
n ( 1 
2 
nco.s&-l 
(1 _p)nw2 <(ec exp( -0.5c0~sE))2nCo’sE~Z+0, 
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Since proofs of cases (iv) and (v) employ a similar idea we shall verify both of 
them simultaneously. Let H= {h,, h2, . . . , hk} be a subset of G(n, p), where 
w(n)<kkoO.Olnc-’ [O.Olnc-‘dkd(l -s)(n/c)log c] and let l=min(k, O.Olnc-‘}. 
Choose a set HI of 0.2~ neighbours of h, from the 0.51 lexicographically first vertices 
which do not belong to H. Check whether it is possible to find in Hr 0.1~ [co.” when 
O.Olnc- ’ <k < (1 -s)(n/c) log c] good neighbours of H. Then examine the set H2 of 
0.2~ neighbours of h, chosen from the first 0.51 vertices which do not belong to HuHI 
and so on up to hl. Observe that the probability that for a given i, where 1 <id 1, we 
cannot choose the appropriate neighbourhood of hi is, from (* *), less than 
exp ( - 0.01~). Moreover, the probability that we cannot find 0. lc [co.” when 0.01 nc- ’ 
,< k < (1 -E) (n/c) log c] good neighbours of hi in Hi is bounded above by exp( - 0.01~) 
[exp(-0.02c”)l. Thus, the probability that for a given i we fail is at most 
2 exp( -0.01~) [exp( -O.Olc”)]. But for different vertices of H these events are indepen- 
dent so the probability that during this process we fail more than O.lk times when 
k < 0.01 nc- ’ is less than \ 
Thus the expected number of dense subsets of G(n, p) of sizes between k. and O.Olnc-’ 
for which it happens is less than 
O.Olnc- 1 
= 0 k=ko 
l (kp)kexp(-0.0001kc)d2(ecexp(-0.0001c))ko 
and tends to 0 if either k. or c(n) tend to infinity. 
Similarly, when O.Olnc-’ d k < (1 - E) (n/c) log c, probability that checking first 
O.Olnc-’ vertices of set H we fail more than O.OOlnc-’ times is bounded above by 
Thus, if Z is the number of cycles H = hl .s. hkhl with O.Olnc- ’ <k < (1 -E) (n/c) log c 
for which the procedure described above fails in more than O.OOlnc-’ steps, then 
(1 - E) (n/c) log c 
EZ<exp(-lo-%c”-‘) 
n (k-l)! k 
= 0 k=O.Olnc-’ k 2’ 
<exp(- 10-%Y1 +nc-‘log2 c)=o(l). 
This completes the proof of Fact 7. 0 
4. Proof of main result 
We shall prove that if a graph G has all properties described in Facts l-7 then the 
Algorithm finds a hole in G of the size given by Theorems 2 and 3. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. We shall prove that if c=(n- l)p(n) is a constant greater than 
1 and o(n)-+co then a.s. in G(p, n) the Algorithm finds a hole in G of the size given by 
Theorem 2 provided it starts with a hole Ho of length at least w(n). 
We shall show first that there exist positive constants Q, p5 such that a.s. for every 
dense subset S of G(n, p), where w(n)< ISI <lrj,n, there exists a family 
of paths of length 2 for which the following conditions hold: 
(i) 0; ES for i= 1,2, . . . , LasiSl], 
(ii) v’;~N,(S)for i=1,2,...,La,ISlJ, 
(iii) ~\EN(N(S)) for i=1,2,. . ., Lct51Si], 
(iv) all paths from 9 are vertex disjoint, 
(v) the subgraph induced in G(n, p) by set Ui { v’;, vi, vi} contains only edges which 
belong to some paths from 9, 
(vi) all vertices vi, for i= 1,2, . . . , L ~1~ \SlJ , belong to the same component of the 
subgraph induced in G(n, p) by [n]\(SuN(S)). 
Take a dense subset S such that o(n)< JSI dPsn, where p5 is a positive constant 
small enough (in fact it is enough to set /j5 =$ min{/?,(c, O.OO~CC~C-~), 0.01/13c-*}, 
where constants bl, cc2 and /I3 are such that the assertions of Facts 2,4 and 6 hold). 
Due to Fact 4, I N,(S) I 3 cc2 I SI. Furthermore, Fact 5 applied to S u N(S) implies the 
existence of a subset S’ of N(S) with at least a3 I N(S)1 B ct2 a3 I S( vertices such that each 
vertex from S’ has a neighbour in the same component of subgraph W(N(S)) induced 
in G(n, p) by [n]\(SuN(S)). Moreover, due to Fact 6, there exists m such that at most 
0.1~~ CI~ I S I vertices from S’ are either neighbours of a vertex of S which has more than 
m neighbours in N(S) or are adjacent to more than m vertices from N(N(S)). Hence, 
some component of W(N(S)) is connected with S by at least 0.9cr,~1~rn-* ISI vertex 
disjoint paths of length 2. 
Now note that due to Fact 2 for sets S small enough we have 
INb(S)I 60.01 c(2c(3m-21SI. Furthermore, since S is dense and from Facts 2 and 3, for 
every subset S of set SuN(S)uN(N(S)) the number of edges in a graph induced by 
Sin G(n, p) is less than (1 +0.01a2u3m-*)~S~. Thus, from the above family of vertex 
disjoint paths we may choose a subfamily of 0.01~1~ CI~ me2 1 S I = CX~ / SI paths which 
fulfills all conditions (i)-(vi). 
Let H=hIh2 .. . hk be a hole such that w(n) < I H I < b5 II. The fact just proved implies 
that for some indices il, i2, i3, such that 1 < il < i2 < i3 <k, i2 - il < 5/q, i3 - i2 < S/C(~) 
there exist paths Pj=hiJUi,wij, where j=l,2,3, such that Ui,EN,(H) for j=l,2,3, 
vertices wil, Wiz, wia lies in the same component of subgraph W induced in G(n, p) by 
subset [n]\(H u N(H)) and the subgraph induced in G(n, p) by PI, P2, P3 contains no 
edges which do not belong to these paths. Let P’= wilti u2 ... Wi2 [P” = Wi2U;U; __, ,+] 
denote the shortest (and thus induced) path between vi, and viz [21i2 and Vi31 
in W. Then, since cycles hi,vi,wi,urU2 ... WilUi2hi2hi2_r ... hi, and hilUi2~iZU;~; ... 
Wi3Ui3hi,hi3- 1 ... hi, share edges {hi,, Vi21 and {Viz, Wizj, due to Fact 1 at least one of 
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them must be longer than 10/a,. Hence at least one of paths UilP)Di2, UizPllUin is 
H-extending, i.e. at least one from holes hr ... hi,Ui,wi,urU2 ... Wi2Ui2hiZhi2+1 ... hkhl 
and h, ‘.. hi2Vi2Wi2U;U; ... WisUishi3hi,+1 ... hkh, is larger than H. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since the upper bound for H(n, p) follows from (*) and, due to 
Fact 1, a.s. G(n, p) contains a hole of size at least log log n (or just 4, when c(n)-+co), so 
it is enough to prove that the Algorithm expands each hole H of size less than 
(1 -E) (n/c) log c, provided a graph has all properties listed in Fact 7. Let us split the 
proof into two cases. 
Case 1: IH1<O.Olnc-‘. 
In this case we can use an argument similar to those from the proof of Theorem 2. 
Let IHI<O.Olnc-’ and JHl>o(n) (or /HI>4 when c(n)+co). 
Set W=G\(HuN(H)) and O<s<O.l. Since IN(H)] <2clHI (Fact 7(i)) and there is 
an edge between every two sets of size at least ncEml (Fact 7(iii)), so W contains the 
unique largest component L, IL I > n - ncE- ‘. 
Choose a subset H’ of H, with (H’( >0.15(H(, and set K =N,(H)nN(H). From 
Fact 7(iv) we have 1 N,(H) n N(H’) / > 0.005~ I HI. We shall show first that some vertices 
from K have neighbours in L. 
Let i? be the set of all vertices of W which belong to components which have 
non-empty intersection with N(K). Then clearly for S = H u I? we have N(S) s N(H) 
and if N(K) AL then also S n L = 0. However, from Fact 7(iii), S n L = 0 implies that 
I S ( < ncE- ’ whereas, since 1 SI > I K I >O.OOkI H 1, due to Fact 7(i), we have 
IN(S)I&C~-~~IHI while IN(S)I<IN(H)Id2cIHI. 
The obtained contradiction shows that each subset H’ of H with at least 0.15lHI 
vertices has a good neighbour which is adjacent to some vertex from L, i.e. at least 
0.81 HI vertices of H have good neighbours adjacent to L. Thus, we can find some 
vertices h’, h” EH such that dH(h’, h”)= 2 and their good neighbours u’, v” are adjacent 
to L. The shortest L-path between v’ and v” is the H-extending path we have been 
looking for. 
Case 2: O.Olnc-‘<IHI<(l-s)(n/c)logc. 
Let W= G\(H UN(H)). Then, from Fact 7(ii), we have ) WI >nc”~gE- ’ and 
Fact 7(iii) implies that the largest component L of W has at least ncEel vertices. 
Let hl ... hkhl. From Fact 7(v) it follows that we can find at least 0.009ncY’ vertices 
from the set H’= (h,, . . . , hO.O1nc- 1} with at least co,‘& good neighbours each. Due 
to Fact 7(iii), every subset of more than O.OO1ncO~gE-’ vertices has neighbours in L, 
so at least O.O08nc- ’ vertices from H’ has good neighbours adjacent to L. Thus, 
similarly as in Case 1, we can find h’, h” in H’ adjacent to the same vertex of H 
with good neighbours VI, II” adjacent to L and the shortest L-path between v’ and u” 
is H-extending. 
This completes the proof of Case 2 and Theorem 3. 0 
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Added in proof 
Recently Stephen Suen showed that large holes in G(n, p) of sizes given by the 
assertions of Theorems 2 and 3 could be also found by certain depth first search 
algorithm. 
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